HeartSmart Teachable Moments

SCREEN SMART
Grades 2 — 3
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Screen Smart - Screen Awareness
Summary

Objectives

Students will:
• Identify and explore the different types of screens they
use and how much time they spend on each

• Students manage and replace screen time by
engaging in creative projects and physical activities
they enjoy.

• Identify physical or recreational activities that they can
replace screen time with

• Students understand that managing screen time can
contribute to a healthy balanced lifestyle.

• Be challenged into getting through a whole day without
any screen time

• Raise awareness of screen time with students, but also
with parents and teachers.

• Adopt simple activities to break up screen time

• Students reduce screen time to less than 2 hours a day.

Key Words

Potential Materials
• White board or chart paper, paper, crayons, markers

Screen awareness, screen time, screen challenge,
power’s out, physical activity, internet, TV show, movie,
computer, computer/video games, portable electronic
device, smart phones, tablets, car DVD player

Main Steps
Choose activities from the following steps to customize your lesson to the needs of your class.

SCREEN AWARENESS
What Do You Know?
Ask students what they already know about screens. (e.g., types of screens and their functions). Refer to the activity
sheet “Screen Awareness.” Use the following questions to guide discussion:
• What are “screens”?
• Are there different types of screens?
• Where do you find them?
• When do you use them?
• Why do you use them?
Draw 5 large “screen” rectangles on the board/chart paper and label them as follows:
• TV show/movie
• Car DVD Player (show/movie)
• Computer
• Portable electronic device (smart phones, tablets, etc.)
• TV video game
Read the labels of each “screen” and explain the terms to the students. Give an example of each kind of screen as
needed.
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Screen Smart - Power’s Out
Ask your students to identify one or two screens they use when they are away from school. Students take turns going to
the board and draw an X in the “screen.”
Invite students to explain why they like these types of screens and what types of activities they engage in when using
these screens.
Have a class discussion about the results. Which screen is most popular? Which is least popular?
Ask students if they know the recommended hours of screen time. Explain the recommended screen time is less than 2
hours a day.
Explain to them what happens to the body when we sit or lie down while using screens.
Ask students if there are any rules at home about how much time they are allowed in front of screens. And what the
rules are? Is the screen time allowed on school days the same as non-school days?

POWER’S OUT
What Do You Know?
Ask students what a power failure or power outage is.
Ask students to imagine that the power went out at home all day on a weekday. What activities would they do?
Alone or in groups, have students develop a “typical day” with the activities they found in the previous activity.
Have students record one of their favourite activities on a piece of paper, and trade it with another student. Each student
must try the activity on the paper.

ULTIMATE SCREEN CHALLENGE
Hold a Screen Smart Challenge day with your students. Students will go through the day without any screen time.
This begins when they wake up and continues until they go to bed. Can be extended to a week. Remind students
what includes as screen time and what does not. Students can report if they have had any screen time and report the
number of hours onto the “Ultimate Screen Challenge” activity sheet. Total the student reports from the day and display
the class total. Plan to have a reward for the class with the most students who succeed. The reward can be as simple as
a Friday afternoon game or outdoor time.
Have a discussion with the class and ask students if they thought the challenge was easy or difficult for them and why?
Ask students if this challenge has made them think about the number of hours, they spend using screens daily.
Ask students how they can maintain/reduce their screen time daily. What will motivate them to keep this challenge?
Ask students to name one activity that they did during the challenge and what they enjoyed the most about this activity.
This challenge can be completed at the beginning and end of the year. The results can be compared to see if there
have been any changes.
Have a discussion with the class, explaining how screens are a big part of their everyday life and that they can end up
spending a lot of recreational time in front of a screen, being sedentary. Explain how we manage and use our screens
each day, along with other healthy lifestyle habits, will contribute to a healthy balanced lifestyle.
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Screen Smart - Review and Summary
Review and Summary
Review the key messages of the lesson:
• Students reduce screen time to less than 2 hours a day.
• There are many non-screen activities that can be done that do not require a screen.
• Students exchange sedentary activities for physical or recreational activities.
• Students break up screen time every 20 minutes and move around.

Home Connections
• Invite students to take home the “HeartSmart Quickies to Break Up Screen Time” sheet (page 6) to their parents or
guardians and try out some of the activities listed on the sheet.
• Have students trade in one of their favourite screen time activities at home for a physical activity.
• Invite students to work with their parents on setting rules on how much time they are allowed to spend in front of
screens.
• Invite students to challenge their family in holding a Screen Smart Challenge day or even week!

Extension and Integration
• Hold a Screen Smart Challenge week with the entire school.

Assessment
Should be able to:
o

State that the recommended screen time is less than 2 hours a day.

o

Understand the difference between recreational activities and screen related activities.

o

Replace/manage screen related activities with non-screen related activities.

o

Decrease screen time by breaking up periods of low activity with physical activity.

• Monitor student’s responses during discussions to ensure they have a good understanding of the benefits
associated with reducing screen time.
• Assess the Ultimate Screen Smart Challenge at the beginning of the year and at the end of year
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Screen Awareness
1. Identify one or two things you do most often.

Draw an “X” in the different types of screens below for the
activity or activities you do most often.

2. Ask your friends or classmates which screens they placed an “X” in.
Which scree n is the most popoular?

Which scree n is the least popu lar?

SCREEN SMART FACT

The recommended screen time is less than 2 hours a day!

Screen Smart was developed by the Childhood Obesity Foundation. Production of the Screen Smart learning resource was made
possible through a financial contribution from Health Canada, through the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer; from the Public
Health Agency of Canada; and from the Heart and Stroke Foundation. The views expressed in the Screen Smart materials represent
the views of the Collaborative Action on Childhood Obesity and do not necessarily represent the views of the project funders.
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Ultimate Screen Challenge
Try to get through the whole day without any screen time.
This begins when you wake up and continues until
you go to bed. For example:
- No TV shows/movies
- No computer games
- No games or portable electronic devices
Did you have any screen time today?
Fill in your answer below using a checkmark for YES or NO.
Time of day

Screen time
YES

Screen time
NO

Before
school
(morning)

After school
until dinnertime

Remember all
of the activities
you thought of if
there was a power
outage?
Try out some of
your ideas instead
of screen time!

After dinnertime
until bedtime

Do you think the challenge to reduce your screen time is easy or difficult? Why?

What will you put in place to motivate you to meet this challenge?
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HeartSmart Quickies
to Break Up Screen Time
™

Try all of these simple activities that you can do while studying, on the couch, or just need
a stretch. Remember to interrupt screen time at least every 20 minutes and have fun!
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